Personal Protective Equipment Guide: Solutions for the New Normal
Personal protective equipment – commonly known as PPE – has been synonymous with healthcare, manufacturing, and other professions where hazards are present in the workplace. Due to the novel coronavirus, the need for PPE has expanded to include every day consumers and office workers. By recommendation of the CDC, many local and state governments have mandated the use of PPE within communities, schools, places of work, and public areas. Though much of the world has begun to slowly re-open its doors during this “new normal”, it is important to integrate solutions that will keep students, employees, and consumers safe and comfortable.

Take a look at the personal protective equipment solutions including health monitoring, sanitization, and personal device cleaning solutions available to you at D&H. Please contact your D&H sale rep for pricing and availability information for each solution.


Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Resources Regarding COVID-19 (www.osha.gov)

Looking for additional business continuity resources? D&H can help you keep your clients connected in the face of unpredictable events. Find featured solutions, sales guides, marketing resources and more at www.dandh.com/Continuity.

Health Monitoring Solutions

With communities reopening, it is essential for businesses to implement strategies to recognize and triage employees and customers who may be ill. The U.S. Food & Drug Administration recommends thermal imaging systems and non-contact infrared thermometers to safely and effectively identify from a distance those at risk for spreading the COVID-19 virus to others based on an elevated temperature. Families and individuals can continue to use consumer thermometer solutions to self-monitor their own temperature prior to visiting public spaces.

Non-contact Temperature Assessment Devices During the COVID-19 Pandemic (www.fda.gov)
Non-Contact Digital Infrared Forehead Thermometer
Get accurate and fast readings of body temperature in 2 seconds without coming in contact with family members, patrons, schools and co-workers.
D&H SKU: ADIT01F

Digital Pulse Oximeter
Get accurate and fast readings of your blood oxygen saturation levels (SpO2) and pulse rate in 10 seconds.
D&H SKU: ADPM01F

Temperature Verification Kiosks by Meridian
Designed to help protect the health and safety of both employees and guests, this personnel management kiosk prevents visitors from entering by sounding an alarm when those above a defined temperature threshold attempt to enter.
D&H SKU: D000A18 (without LED Strip)
D&H SKU: D000B01 (without LED Strip)
D&H SKU: 1W6L1U3 (Head Only)
D&H SKU: 1W6L2U3 (Head Only)

Braun Digital Thermometer
Professional accuracy with a gentle touch. Features a large, easy to read screen that changes from green to yellow to red depending on the temperature reading.
D&H SKU: BFH175US

Braun ThermoScan3 Ear Thermometer
Includes are (21) disposable lens filters, (1) 3V lithium battery and a protective cap. The audio indicator beeps uniquely to identify normal, elevated, or high temperatures.
D&H SKU: IRT3030US
Braun ThermoScan5 Ear Thermometer
Features a guidance system that reassures proper positioning. Includes (2) AA batteries, (21) lens filters, and a protective case.
D&H SKU: IRT6500US

Vicks SpeedRead Digital Thermometer
With a large screen and Fever InSight technology, this thermometer’s color display indicates the absence or presence of a fever based on a green, yellow, and red color scale.
D&H SKU: V912USV1

Vicks V966 ComfortFlex Digital Thermometer
Uses Speed Read technology to accurately provide a temperature reading in only 8 seconds using mouth, rectum, or under the arm. Fever InSight accurately displays temperature severity through a color-coded indicator.
D&H SKU: V966USV1

Thermal Imaging Detector
This long-distance, non-contact temperature detection system features high precision thermal imaging and live detection in one and can record identification and temperature information to assist with contact tracing.
D&H SKU: SC600BLK

Veridian Healthcare Digital Thermometer
Fingertip Pulse Oximeter
This oximeter measures pulse oxygen saturation and pulse rate with a non-intrusive finger scan. This pulse oximeter by Veridian Healthcare is suitable for use after sports or physical activity, to monitor vitals at home, and more - it is small in size and portable for use on the go. Photoelectric oxyhemoglobin inspection technology is adopted in accordance with capacity pulse scanning and recording technology. Accurately measures oxygen saturation of arterial hemoglobin, pulse rate and perfusion index.
D&H SKU: CMS50DA
Sanitization Solutions

Hand hygiene is critical in response to the emergence of COVID-19. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), handwashing along with the use alcohol-based hand rub effectively reduces the number of pathogens present on hands following brief interactions. Strategically placed washing & sanitizing stations along with personal sanitization products can be easily integrated into any business, community, or event location to encourage the practice of these CDC recommendations.

CDC Hand Hygiene Recommendations

Compact Security Gooseneck Floor Stand for 7-13 Inch Tablets with Sanitizing Station & Automatic Soap Dispenser
Features a heavy-duty and secured acrylic glove & mask station with two slots for gloves and a bigger opening for masks to be hygienically pulled out. The contactless automatic soap/hand sanitizer dispenser is a must have for any business.
D&H SKU: PADSCGSST

Heavy-Duty Security Gooseneck Floor Stand for 7-13 Inch Tablets with Sanitizing Station & Automatic Soap Dispenser
Offers access to a tablet at virtually any angle. Includes a powerful lock and key security mechanism for added tablet security. The glove & mask station has two slots for gloves and a bigger opening for masks to be hygienically pulled out by customers.
D&H SKU: PADSHFSST

Compact Mobile Sanitizing Station with Automatic Soap Dispenser
This floor stand accompanied by an acrylic glove & mask station includes a contactless automatic soap/hand sanitizer dispenser to help make any public environment protected and safe.
D&H SKU: SANCGS

Compact Mobile Automatic Soap Dispenser Stand
This floor stand accompanied by a contactless automatic soap/hand sanitizer dispenser outputs exactly the right amount without any waste. Four swivel casters attach to the chrome-plated stand base makes moving this stand a breeze.
D&H SKU: SANCGSD
**Premium Thin Profile Sanitizing Station**
This floor stand is paired with an automatic soap dispenser that works with any type of liquid soaps and sanitizers to help stop the spread of germs. Perfect for office, retail store or grocery store entrances.

D&H SKU: SANCHK1W

**Heavy-Duty Mobile Sanitizing Station with Automatic Soap Dispenser**
This ultra-durable floor stand dispenses soap or sanitizer without any contact needed, while letting you see when it’s time for a refill through its transparent level checker.

D&H SKU: SANHFS

**Hand Wash Station**
This industrial-grade handwash station makes it simple to sanitize. Pour clean water inside the jug and add a soap-filled dispenser (not included) into the built-in caddy. Fully insulated to keep water temperature comfortable.

D&H SKU: 42260 (5 Gallon)
D&H SKU: 42261 (10 Gallon)
Personal Device Cleaning Solutions

From cellular phones to Windows 10 and Chromebook devices for work and education, it’s important keep constantly touched surfaces and electronics clean and sanitized – especially if they’re shared with others. Products like sanitizing wipes and charging stations are easy solutions that help you and your clients prevent the spread of germs through electronics device usage in any environment.

---

**Clean Tech Kit**
Includes (1) pair of Latex Gloves, (1) Face Mask, (10) Disinfecting Surface Wipes, and (10) Sanitizing Hand Wipes. Minimum purchase quantity of (20).  
D&H SKU: TVCGFKIT

**intelliARMOR**

**UVShield+ Phone Sterilizer**
Allowing for a full 360° sanitization process for a mobile phone, UVShield+ has been tested by a 3rd party lab and shown to be effective against common household bacteria.  
D&H SKU: IAUV2WHT

**ZAGG**

**InvisibleShield Antimicrobial Wet Wipe (25) pack**
These single-use, individually packaged disinfecting wipes kill 99.99% of surface bacteria and other harmful microbes off electronic devices including phones and tablets.  
D&H SKU: 209805958

**InvisibleShield Phone Sanitizer**
Uses UV light to destroy 99.9% of the most common surface bacteria, even in the cracks and crevices, in six minutes! Safe for use on electronics and other small items including keys and earbuds. Holds up to a 6.9” phone.  
D&H SKU: 209906175

---

www.dandh.com/ Continuity
As a VAR or MSP, your true opportunity lies within the business-critical technologies and services you offer. While PPE solutions are necessary in today’s environment, your ability to serve your clients – keeping them connected and operating even in the midst of a pandemic – demonstrates your expertise and value as an IT and service provider. Always remember to conduct a yearly Business Continuity Assessment with your clients to evaluate the reliability of their infrastructure and create a plan for action should an incident or crisis take place.

In the face of unpredictable events, D&H can help your business and your clients stay connected. For more information on implementing continuity practices and creating hybrid environments for business and education visit www.dandh.com/Continuity.

ProAV, Digital Signage, & Collaboration Solutions
With leading AV manufacturers and an in-house team of certified solutions specialists, D&H provides best-in-class service and support addressing any vertical market. Digital signage displays, kiosks, and content management software can help to direct, warn, and inform those working in physical environments while unified communication & collaboration solutions can connect those operating in remote or hybrid locations.

www.dandh.com/ProAV   |   ProAV@dandh.com

Cloud Solutions & Services
Cloud solutions and managed services are primed for exponential growth in areas such as email & productivity, infrastructure as a service, and professional services automation. As businesses continue to shift from physical to remote to hybrid environments, any hardware sale can be bundled with services in order to enable anywhere productivity, current technologies, and scalable growth for your clients. The recurring revenue stream for your business is an added bonus.

www.dandh.com/Cloud   |   CloudSolutions@dandh.com

Comfort Fit Z-Fold Face Masks (Box of 30)
These single-use, disposable masks provide a simple, reliable, and comfortable way to help cover the nose and mouth in accordance with CDC recommendations. Includes a nose clip to reduce air gaps and expands to fit any face.
D&H SKU: BBM003